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English 1. Snapshot - The Address, written by Marga Minco who was born in 1920, grew 
up in a Jewish family of five children in Breda. Unlike her sisters, brothers and 
parents, she escaped being arrested and went into hiding during World War 
II.Write a passage in 150 words about the German invasion of Holland in 1940. 
Also, mention the source from where you’ve collected the material. 

OR 
Hornbill - Jayant Narlikar whips a fantastic tale ‘The Adventure’ in which a 
professor of history, in a state of concussion, travels back into time and has 
a different view of Indian History. His friend Professor Rajendra Deshpande, 
a physicist, rationalizes his experience by applying The Catastrophe Theory 
and Lack of Determinism theory in Quantum Physics. In light of the concept 
of parallel world as depicted in the story, read a Si-fi book and write its 
review in 150 words. 

2. Revise all work done in notebooks; Grammar, Snapshot and Hornbill. 

B.St 1. Complete your notebook  
2. Make project on the given topic.(Internal trade with large scale retailers) 

Hindi यथा  निरे्दशित परियोजिा कायय परू्य किें । 
Political 
Science 

1.Complete your project work. 
2.Complete notes of all chapters . 
3.Design a poster on Human Rights 

Accountan
cy 

Completion of Project work. 
 

Economics Complete the project work (any one topic from micro economics) 
Complete the notebook 
 

Physics Solve the assignment of chapter bulk properties of matter and theory of  kinetic 
gases.  

Chemistry Revise Ch 12 and solve the given assignment of Ch 6. 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g_dqxl2EPW7bU6alfzTY7TtMkLccPoFE/e
dit 

Math Complete lab and worksheet. 
 

Biology Revise Ch 8 Cell biology and Ch 9 Biomolecule (amino acids, proteins and 
nucleic acids) 

Physical 
education 

Write scientific answers to chapter  no.2, 4, 6,8,10 of your book. 
 

Computer 
Science 

Do following functions of Dictionary (Creating, Accessing values, Transversing, 
Appending values, Updating elements, Removing an item, Membership 
Operator) all to be done in Practical file.  
Revise Computational Thinking and Getting Started with Python. 


